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Abstract: The paper is based on empirical research of a territorial transect in Cambodia’s Tonle Sap
floodplain. The flooded forests of the Tonle Sap Lake are determined by a significant seasonal flood
of up to 13 m, where a large gradient of wetness and alluvia flow and dramatically transform the
territory. The paper zooms into a case study of the inhabited RAMSAR area of Boeng Chhmar with
its five floating villages, which are dispersed along seasonal waterways. Boeng Chhmar is one of
the richest symbiotic habitats in the world and its inhabitants completely rely on the flooded forest’s
natural cycles for settling, subsistence fishing, and forest−gathering activities. From two opposite
landscape transformation processes, Khmer indigenous practices and State development procedures,
the paper unravels the logics of settling, coexistence, and contestation. On the one hand, local daily
practices are embedded in seasonal floods and forest lifecycles, coexisting, and reconfiguring the
inhabited wild for subsistence living. On the other hand, State development through history has
centered on (de)−(re)forestation and modern landscape construction for commercially exploitative
practices. Forest logging and large−scale fishing lots extracted enormous quantities of natural
resources and compromised the health and natural regenerative capacity of the ecological system.
This also undermined the ago−old legacy of inhabitant’s ways of settling in and with the landscape.
Today, State operations face challenges from both nature itself and cultural resistance. The findings
for the paper are based on multi−scalar interpretive mapping. The tracing of morpho−typologies
and landscape transformation processes allows multiple narratives to be translated into spatial terms.
The coexistence and contestation in Boeng Chhmar and the Tonle Sap can provide spatial insights
into contemporary forest and water urbanisms, especially concerning local material cultural practices
and landscape transformation.

Keywords: Khmer floating villages; State development; inhabited wild; contested landscapes;
traditional ecological knowledge

1. The Inhabited Boeng Chhmar Flooded Forest

The flooded forests of Cambodia’s monumental Tonle Sap Lake are determined by
a significant seasonal flood of up to 13 m and a large gradient of wetness and dryness,
where water and nutrient−rich alluvia flows dramatically transform the territory. Boeng
Chhmar in the Stoung District, Kampong Thom Province, is one of the three core protection
zones of the Tonle Sap Biosphere Reserve. Its swamp eco−hydrology is determined by a
geological depression where the Stung Staung and Stung Chikreng rivers interact with the
lake’s great flood−pulse regime (Figure 1). The lake has the unique quality of changing its
water−flow direction in the dry and wet seasons. As well, shallow creeks seasonally feather
water and sediment in and out of the region. The area is a giant biodiverse quagmire, its
mud and dense wood and shrub communities significantly slow down flood and sediment
flows and create habitats for a large assemblage of plants, fish, reptiles, mammals, and
birds [1]. In 1999, Boeng Chhmar (with its associated rivers and floodplain) was recognized
by the UNESCO convention of wetland conservation program and named RAMSAR site
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no.997. This highly protected area of 28,000 hectares is one of three core areas of the Tonle
Sap Biosphere Reserve, playing a critical role in wetland hydrology and animal refuge.
Although the flooded forest remains inhabited, the RAMSAR status has renewed the State’s
efforts to manage fishing, wood collection and the transformation of forests to grasslands
and shrublands [2,3].
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before the rise of the mighty Angkor Empire (9th to 15th centuries). In Boeng Chhmar, 
there was a hunter/gatherer culture, where kinship with nature, a sense of belonging, shar-
ing and an ecologically balanced way of managing resources reigns. Spaces of interaction 
drive local intervention, construct life, and generate knowledge—all contributing to a 
strong ‘common’. Wet−rice cultivation gave birth to Khmer water civilizations that con-
centrated in the northeast Tonle Sap. The area of Boeng Chhmar was first occupied in the 
6th–8th centuries. The pre−modern era was considered the golden times of flooded forest 
‘barbarians,’ a term and concept adopted from political scientist and anthropologist J.C. 
Scott, before the lake and the forest became divided by modern States [6,7]. In a bas−relief 
at Angkor Wat (7th century), the interdependent and interactive environment was visu-
alized by gathering and hunting activities around the flooded forest, celebrating the abun-
dant life in the swamp. The richness of the flooded forest is also part and parcel of ancient 
Khmer legends. For millennia, the flooded forest has been a vibrant environment for float-
ing communities to coexist, shape, and sustain their livelihoods with various water and 
forest species. In opposition to the abundant life shown in the Angkor bas−relief, an early 
19th century Siam map [8] emphasizes a wild and dangerous Tonle Sap. And through the 
course of history, inhabitants in the Tonle Sap swamp forests have changed in relation to 
the giant flood−pulse, State control, and various crises. However, today, no ancient settle-
ments can be found due to their use of highly perishable materials. Nonetheless, there is 

Figure 1. Boeng Chhmar forest and floating villages the Tonle Sap Lake and floodplain. The lake
habitats are determined by the great seasonal flood−pulse. The transition of habitats follows the
dynamic inundated topography from the floodplain to the opened water. Most of the area in Boeng
Chhmar is inundated during the flooding season when only high tree canopies, flood−resilient plants
and floating species can be seen. (Linh Vu, 2022, with GIS Cambodia open source, Google Earth,
ecological and hydrological studies of the Tonle Sap).

Since the lake’s formation 5000–6000 years ago, terrestrial, and aquatic species have
found permanent or migrating environments in and around the lake [4,5]. Meanwhile, the
history of domestication started with early nomadic ethnic groups and their boats, even
before the rise of the mighty Angkor Empire (9th to 15th centuries). In Boeng Chhmar, there
was a hunter/gatherer culture, where kinship with nature, a sense of belonging, sharing and
an ecologically balanced way of managing resources reigns. Spaces of interaction drive local
intervention, construct life, and generate knowledge—all contributing to a strong ‘common’.
Wet−rice cultivation gave birth to Khmer water civilizations that concentrated in the
northeast Tonle Sap. The area of Boeng Chhmar was first occupied in the 6th–8th centuries.
The pre−modern era was considered the golden times of flooded forest ‘barbarians,’ a
term and concept adopted from political scientist and anthropologist J.C. Scott, before
the lake and the forest became divided by modern States [6,7]. In a bas−relief at Angkor
Wat (7th century), the interdependent and interactive environment was visualized by
gathering and hunting activities around the flooded forest, celebrating the abundant life
in the swamp. The richness of the flooded forest is also part and parcel of ancient Khmer
legends. For millennia, the flooded forest has been a vibrant environment for floating
communities to coexist, shape, and sustain their livelihoods with various water and forest
species. In opposition to the abundant life shown in the Angkor bas−relief, an early 19th
century Siam map [8] emphasizes a wild and dangerous Tonle Sap. And through the
course of history, inhabitants in the Tonle Sap swamp forests have changed in relation
to the giant flood−pulse, State control, and various crises. However, today, no ancient
settlements can be found due to their use of highly perishable materials. Nonetheless, there
is significant research concerning early inhabitation by archeologists, anthropologists, and
ethnographers.
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Colonial maps (1914 [9] and 1949 [10]) of ethnic groups show extended appropriation
on the lake. Simultaneously, a fishing lot system (that went hand−in−hand with the
introduction of new technologies for industrial−scale catches) was allocated along the
Tonle Sap lakefront and within the Boeng Chhmar forest [11]. The lots were mainly
allocated to Chinese traders. The extractive lot system didn’t imply ecological kinship
with the wild lake. Non−Chinese maintained an ecological kinship but were, however,
seasonally excluded from the lots. Despite these radical changes, the Boeng Chhmar forest
remains densely inhabited (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Topographic condition of Boeng Chhmar and its villages in the 1960s. (excerpt from
Cambodia National Topographic map of 1:50,000 of US Military 1968-1969. Available online: http:
//gigapan.com/gigapans/130187, accessed on 6 November 2022).

Starting with UNTAC (United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia, 1992–1993)
and from 2000s onwards with political support, villages in Boeng Chhmar have been
recognized, temples rebuilt or extended, and social and governance systems (including
schools and conservation centres) established [12,13]1. Fieldwork in 2022 confirmed the
intense occupation of Boeng Chhmar. Human marks are omnipresent, with abandoned
large fishing nets, traps, bamboo sticks, and gillnets. Frequent movement and fishing take
place at the land−forest edges. Within, and surrounding the villages (floating houses) and
along the waterways, small fish traps, clam catching, gardening, and cultivation activities
appear and disappear seasonally. The forests are extensively exploited (for timber, charcoal,
medicinal plants, vegetables, and fruit) [14].

However, Cambodia’s economic reforms of 1997 and global warming accelerated
an ecological crisis of the lake (with complications following floodplain development,
overfishing, forest loss and the proliferation of invasive species and pollution) [3]. An
increase in cultivation and fish−farming activities in the dry season goes hand−in−hand
with forest burning. In many places, the original vegetation has been entirely cleared [14].
Since the second fishing reforms of 2012, community−scale initiatives led to reforesta-
tion, the development of floating nurturing gardens and breeding ponds as well as local
fishing management2. In 2021, more stringent conservation measures further restricted
fishing [15,16]. All seasonal migration fishing, including small−scale fishing, has been
forbidden [17] (Figure 3)3.

http://gigapan.com/gigapans/130187
http://gigapan.com/gigapans/130187
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2. Prei, Phum, Srok, Ktom Neak Ta and Wat

In the Khmer language, there is a precision in the vocabulary associated with inhabit-
ing the landscape. The prei (forest) is considered a place of ancestral genesis while the wild
swamp is a place of refuge. The swamp forests of the Tonle Sap Lake therefore have an
ambiguous meaning. Historically, the swamp forests were primarily refuges, not destina-
tions. They were a sanctuary for those escaping domestic threat or external upheaval [18].
During the ancient civil wars and when the capital moved from Isanapura (Sambor Prei
Kuk, 7–9th century) to Angkor, people escaped into forests to avoid being enslaved for
temple construction or for the military. When Angkor collapsed under Siam in 1431, the
swamp forests of Boeng Chhmar were allegedly the place of refuge for a princess escaping
an enforced marriage4.

Until colonial times and even recently, swamp forests including Boeng Chhmar were
still unregulated spaces, considered a dangerous realm, but also a vital source for local
livelihoods. For scholar Penny Edwards, the prei is replete with its own complex cosmology
as a place of transformation and transit—daily, seasonally, and through history. Prei
is an important component of Khmer myths, and representative of a ritualistic journey,
embodying the knowledge of the real−world (spatial) relationship between humankind
and nature that has changed over time with religious expansion, colonial appropriation,
and all modern forms of institutional and political domination.

Inhabitation of the swamp forests is defined by phum—which are neither an ecclesias-
tical unity nor an administrative unit, but a range of activities and movements which create
dynamic settings in various seasons. In the swamp, phum were born as a refuge into the prei,
with floating extensions, settling concentrations, community appropriation, and regular
human paths [19]. The phum consists of either domesticated vegetation, water gardens or
inundated farms with an assortment of floating structures for housing, cultivating, fishing,
and gathering. The configuration and boundaries of phum are marked by movements and
practices of landscape−making in the form of paths and daily activities with the interactive
forces of flood, mud, and vegetation. What is interesting is that nearly all the settlement
configurations, paths, boundaries, and the complex of water−mud−vegetation−human
artifacts seasonally transform with the rhythms of floods and monsoons. All is ephemeral
and goes through a continual process of construction and destruction (Figure 4)5.

Inland, settlements are sroks, which exist as clearings in the prei (forests). The srok is an
inhabited or ‘civilized territory,’ opposed to the wildness of the prei. The srok is defined
with a territorial limit and an installation of a neak ta, or guardian spirit. In earlier times,
there was dynamic exchange between the srok and prei. There was no clear boundary, but
a flexibility and freedom of movement between the two systems. In the floodplain, the
srok often contains rice paddies, vegetable fields, fruit orchards, and stilt houses. Rooted in
Khmer rice civilization, srok was further stabilized and institutionalized with the physical
appearance of Buddhist monasteries and Khmer temples, both of which were defined with
clearly constructed boundaries. From the times of the French protectorate (1863–1953)
until now, political notions of spatial and conceptual boundaries have been restricted
and solidified. The French installed a hierarchical administration to allow control and to
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facilitate exploitation. Clear boundaries were rigorously marked for villages, communes,
districts and provinces and forests, water, land, and soils were systematically categorized.
These survey categories implied legal (or illegal) (colonial) rights of access, use, passage,
etc. Simultaneously, locations for commerce, sites for industrial development programs
and various projects were defined. They usually surrounded the existing settlements and
induced their transformation. Ever since colonial times, the state has continued this colonial
track of surveying, categorization, zoning and restricting rights. Clearly, over time, the srok
has been increasingly transformed, administrated, and disconnected from the prei [18,19].
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Figure 4. Transforming configurations of prei and phum. In Peam Bang and Pov Veuy, there is an
impermanence of landscape and settlement morphologies as determined by the flood−pulse regime.
Productivity and safety define the seasonal location of the phum in the prei. Meanwhile, waterways
and land determine the settlement structure in the dry season, in the flooding season, settlements
clusters deeply inside the forest under tree canopies (Linh Vu, 2022, based on Google Earth).

As important as settlements for the living were a range of structures that center on
cosmologies and various ritual symbols. Neak ta, a range of rituals and beliefs, operates as a
system of exchange and regulation between ‘two’ different worlds, the prei and phum/srok.
Ktom neak ta (spirit houses) (Figure 5) are considered nesting places for negotiation between
humans and the wild, between land and water and are strategically located between prei
and phum on the water or in the muddy forest itself. The ktom neak ta is part of the spiritual
pathway of living with the forest. Also, in the flooded forests of the Tonle Sap exists
prei ktom neak ta, rituals to water (toeuk) and their attendant spirit houses that protect the
community and fishermen from the dangerous water regimes of the Tonle Sap Lake [20]6.
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Figure 5. Prei ktom neak ta and wat. The small, impermanent form with perishable materials (wood
and bamboo) of the ktom neak ta reveal a humble attitude of humankind towards nature. The strategic
location of the spirit houses is between phum and prei and is an intensely utilized space for fishing,
cultivation, and inhabitation. Meanwhile, the dominant size and permanence of the wat strongly
differentiate it from its surroundings. From left to right: (a) Prei ktom neak ta in Daun Sdeung village;
(b) reconstruction in Pichakrei village; and (c) the wat in Pov Veuy village. (Linh Vu, April 2022).

Meanwhile, wats (Thevaranda Buddhist pagodas) (Figure 5) are found throughout
the region. Buddhism thrived in Cambodia following the collapse of the Angkor Empire.
Wats are located at the center of the villages on naturally or artificially constructed higher
land. A wat is a protected place (literally and spiritually) for villagers from the vagaries of
nature and its hazards. Although Thevaranda Buddhist ideology is premised on the notion
of harmony with nature and the connection of the individual with the cosmos, the wat
itself is an institutional framework with norms and habits of ritual practices. Wats embody
a social hierarchy, mirroring that of Khmer rice culture. Wats are most often developed
as a complex, which includes a school or conservation center, built by the government or
an NGO. Wats are set in a clearing of forests, and water elements are part of its carefully
designed landscape.

3. A Transect and Five Floating Villages

The more general concepts elucidated above were precisely studied in 2021–2022
during two fieldwork visits, one in the dry season and another in the wet season. A
transect of 25 by 60 km (Figure 6) reveals territorial transformations through evolving local
practices and development projects and policies of the State. The transect in Boeng Chhmar
was selected since it still contains key ecological conditions of the swamp forest. The
transect follows the Stung Staung River through different habitats and productive terraces,
passing the flooded forest territory to the Tonle Sap and up to the mountain foothills, where
hydraulic structures significantly alter the water flow. The river, as the center of ecological
linkages, is the regional corridor for people and species traversing the topography. From
the lake to the mountain’s foothills, a system of submerged forests along the river supports
the seasonal movements of species, soil, and organisms. The river course and the water
flows explain the logic of dynamic morpho−typologies subsequently transiting from phum
to srok— from floating villages to river−side villages, rice field villages, to urban areas, and
foothill villages. Along the transect, prei ktom neak marks relations of the phum or srok with
the landscape of either forests, rice fields or plantation terraces (Figure 6).
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In the Peam Bang Commune, five small floating villages (Peam Bang, Pov Veuy,
Daun Sdeung, Balot and Pichakrei) totaling approximately 3068 people/743 households
(2019) [21] are dispersed along the seasonal waterways yet relate differently with the
waterway, land, and forest. They have different configurations, though all transform under
the same water rhythm. The five floating villages are hence a case study demonstrating
traditional ways of life that until recently resonated with the water−forest rhythms, and
this despite the restrictions to the living spaces of the villagers since colonial times (while
giving space to commercial fishing lots). This evidently affected the traditional forest
domestication lifestyle.

Most of the village’s inhabitants are Khmer, but there are as well groups of ethnic
Vietnamese (known to be expert fishermen in the region). There has always been Viet-
namese in the area, but their numbers increased dramatically during French colonialism.
Due to contemporary politics, the Vietnamese are today (along with the Cham, a Muslim
ethnic group) marginalized and living in the vulnerable landscapes, such as the open
waters of the lake, since they cannot obtain land tenure. Fieldwork in Peam Bang village
recorded approximately 50 Vietnamese households, living side by side with the Khmers,
but closer to the lake shore and further from the wat. Their houses occupied both sides of
the settlement’s deeper internal waterway and included commercial activities. At the same
time, other villagers mentioned that, recently, many Vietnamese have sold their houses and
moved out of the village due to the decline in fish and new fishing laws.

Nonetheless, all inhabitants rely entirely on water and forest cycles for settling, sub-
sistence fishing, gathering and wet cultivation; remarkably, entire villages move from one
place to another, depending on seasonal water conditions. For hundreds of years, the
movement of settlements with the rhythm of water and forest regimes followed similar
patterns. Housing clusters, always recognizable as groups, are a part and parcel of the
water−forest transformation. Changes in water levels, monsoon (wind, rain, and wave)
and land conditions define when and where floating clusters move and settle. Whole
villages move once or twice each season, adjusting to the most critical water condition. In-
dividual houses move or adjust their position at least six times per season. The waterways
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are the link between major fishing areas, markets, and the vein for movement between the
vast open lake and the protection of the canopied forest.

In the dry season (from November to April), the floating villages anchor to land which
becomes the common area for social and intuitional formation through the building of ritual
and social facilities. Inhabitation occurs either on the muddy, shallow waters bridging the
open water and land or by moving through the waterways to upstream areas where family
members can have rural−urban jobs on the higher terraces of the floodplain. Fishing is
very locally based on the muddy water’s edge and small fishing traps are used. Compared
to the wet season, there are few fishing activities and cultivation is the primary economic
and subsistence activity. The settlements work with micro−topography and develop as
parallel lines. For example, in Peam Bang, three lines of floating structures at the water’s
edge define different topographical levels of wetness: on the water, at the edge of the water,
and on the waterside banks (Figure 7).
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During the wet season (from May to October), entire villages move out to the open
waters and cluster in the vast expanse of the Tonle Sap. Floating structures are often
tethered to one another, with houses also in lines (with open waterways in between for
daily movement) with social infrastructure buildings in strategic locations. There are
abundant fish in the area, since the lake becomes an environment for feeding and breeding.
Until 2021, commercial−scale fishing was dominant, with sophisticated fishing traps and
nets, which created an intricate, geometric order on the water and produced relatively
high yields, where fishermen generated income that sustained households throughout
the year. In addition to the large−scale fishing gear, there are numerous vernacular tools,
including hand capture, scoops devices, wounding gears and hooks and lines [22]. There
was a dramatic change in 2022, when the Cambodian government officially banned the
commercial fishing lots in response to overexploitation. The long−term repercussions on
local livelihoods have yet to be seen.

4. Water Gardens and Amphibious Living

Dry and wet season living is based on the conceptual notion of water gardens and
amphibious living. The Boeng Chhmar forest settlements can be related to Scott’s “domus
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complex” concept, where he proclaims that humankind has so extensively domesticated
the planet that many plants and animals changed their physiognomy. He wittingly refers
to a late neolithic ‘multi−species resettlement camp.’ The domus became a human−driven
ecosystem with a concentration of productive fields, seed and grain stores, domesticated
animals, and thousands of uninvited hangers−on all which thrived and coevolved with
dire consequences. The process of domestication, centered around agriculture, annual and
daily routines with rituals, defined the domus configuration and its architecture [23].

The concept of the garden as a domesticated wild for food sources, can be used for the
whole Boeng Chhmar swamp and the seasonal cultivated area related to settlements. There
are then gardens in the gardens, corresponding to each village’s mud−water condition and
local traditions of subsistence developed over generations. In addition to fishing, there
is a diverse set of practices related to the forest gathering of firewood, herbs, and aquatic
plants, all which were domesticated. The landscape mosaic reflects subsistence livelihoods
and the typo−morphologies that emerged from daily practices reveal unique ecological
knowledge—as ways to shape and sustain life configured by water−land−vegetation
(species) interaction [24] (Figure 8). The ‘commons’ in the settlements are the open water
paths (defined by settlement and fish−net arrangements) and the shared and constructed
ecological patterns of the water−forest landscape. The material culture and local practices
define the common space and simultaneously construct local ecological knowledge [25–27].
Recently, other economic activities have transformed new seasonal ‘commons.’ For example,
in the dry season, clam raking (which occurs in the shallow waters) yields vast quantities
that are brought to the psah (market), which also serves as a port. A host of informal stalls
sell modern wares, including gasoline for boats that have moved from traditional rowboats
to efficient engine−driven means of mobility.
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Figure 8. Village tissue in Peam Bang (dry season). The rich landscape/settlement mosaic reveals the
living conditions at the land−water margin. Incredible systems of pathways, bamboo bridges, link
various landscape and settlement structures. The domesticated micro−habitats are associated with
the subtle change degrees of wetness. From the water to the edge of the forest, there are fish traps,
hanging vegetable gardens, corn fields, grass fields, shrubs, and higher trees (Linh Vu, April 2022).
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As the landscape itself is constantly transformed by the rhythms of nature and the
ever−changing water levels, so too are the settlements and living spaces. The configuration
of the floating settlements can be understood as seasonal mosaics in themselves. Due to the
strong and unpredictable storms that come to the area of the lake, individual buildings,
and small clusters of them are occasionally swept away by the flood pulse. Others remain,
and new constructions create a dynamic pattern and way of settling around the lake. In
the dry season, people live with the condition of the muddy land in just a small section of
the waterway with various forms adjusted with the micro−topography and the wetness of
the landscape. In the flooding season, inhabitants live and move in their floating houses
in the vast water landscapes and between large tree canopies of the flooded forest. Boeng
Chhmar’s shallow water, dense forests, and large trees help to mitigate floods compared to
other areas in the lake’s open−water or larger rivers.

Amphibious living is natural for the symbiotic survival species in muddy waters.
Plants, animals, and humans developed specific ways to settle in such landscapes. For the
floating villages, the spatial arrangement and associated meanings dramatically changes
between seasons, and between the shifting relations to the water and land. The houses
themselves are simply constructed, most often with bamboo frames and palm leaf panels.
The basic structure of the house is similar to the Khmer traditional phteah rong or kantaing
(with sloped roof panels), or the outdoor gathering/rest house sala (an elevated and
roofed shelter for relaxing, sleeping or daily activities) [20], often with two sloping roof
panels (Figure 9). However, the architecture and geometrical proportions are modified
due to different materials and in accordance with a social hierarchy [28,29]. Three types
of houses are observable in Boeng Chhmar: ferry houses, traditional boat houses and
bamboo−structured houses (Figure 9). They all float due to their construction on bamboo
rafts, with buoyancy from metal barrels. The floating component is separable from the
house, meaning that the house can sit on land or at the water’s edge in the dry season. The
major components of buildings (including collective structures such as markets and schools)
are repaired (and sometimes completely reassembled) every season due to havoc wrecked
by weather, particularly wind and water. The life cycle of the houses or different parts of
the houses depend on the relation of the weather tectonics and materials. Maintenance is
part of dry season activities for the lake’s nomadic populations. The reconstruction often
includes the creative multiple use of materials, evident, for example, with the prevalence of
large fabrics used to filter strong sunlight in open spaces connected to houses and boats,
that are also employed for hunting, fishing and even bed sheets for fishermen out on the
lake. In recent years, a majority of floating houses on the lake also have extended floating
structures for docks for boats, cages of fish and/or aquatic vegetables or platforms for fish
processing or other manufacturing and commercial activities.

The specificity of the houses and buildings in Boeng Chhmar is their simplicity (since
reconstruction is often required) and intimate relation to nature. Traditional floating houses
normally have one interior partition, but in Boeng Chhmar, there are often no partitions.
Occasionally, there is an extra separation that sets apart commercial or production areas
of the house. There is also observable local specificity in the various villages. In Peam
Bang, the materials for the floating structures are wooden or metal frames, with bam-
boo screens, bamboo rafts, recycled barrels, leaves for screen and roofs, metal or plastic
roofs/cover sheets, fabrics, and fishing nets. In Pichakrei, the typical traditional Khmer
floating houses are fully made from self−sufficient local materials including wood−boards
or bamboo trunks for the structure, with straw panels and leaf roofs. Meanwhile, in Pov
Veuy there is a clear link to urbanization with cheap, modern materials; constructions
combine the use of wooden boards with corrugated metal, prefabricated elements, MDF,
and laminated chipboard.
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Figure 9. Amphibian housing and seasonal (re)construction. The ‘amphibian’ settlement dramatically
changes with the seasons. The traditional boat houses and bamboo−framed houses have frames
that support the floating component, usually a bamboo raft and/or platform with metal barrels. The
house structure can stand on land or at the water’s edge in the dry season. The house and floating
parts are reassembled and repaired every dry season: (a) floating houses in Daun Sdeung village;
(b) floating houses stand on dry land adjusted to the shallow river in Peam Bang village, (c) Stage of
reconstruction in Pichakrei village; (d) a house cluster responding to small gradients of wetness and
inundated topography in Pichakrei village (Linh Vu, April 2022).
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For the Tonle Sap Lake’s human inhabitants, living in the muddy water was more than
a pragmatic exercise; all their building typologies became part−and−parcel of a complex
cosmology [28,29]. The house is defined in relation to the notion of the forest as protector
and all the living spaces are designed to interact with the wider environment. As well,
seasonal connectivity with the surroundings—water, land, and climate define the activities
in and outside the houses. In the dry season, the connection between the house and the land
defines movement of village life. Meanwhile, in the wet season, the floating architecture is
directly related to the regimes of life on water and fishing. There is a constraint of human
movement due to its floating nature—all movement is related to the water.

5. The Tragedy of Development

In Cambodia, generally, and the area of the Tonle Sap Lake, particularly, the history of
water and forest extraction dates to the times of the mighty Angkor Empire and the acts
and explicit expression of humankind’s power over nature. During the period of French
colonialism (1863–1953) and reign of Pol Pot (1975–1979), extractivism continued, albeit
along very different ideological regimes. Under the government of Hun Sen, exploitation
and capital accumulation continues, most recently with massive Chinese investments
(often substantial acquisitions for land development projects) [30,31]. The cumulative
result of urbanization and modernization has been severe ecological and socio−cultural
erosion. In the Tonle Sap, there is a visible contestation between State norms, public
and private investment, and community land/water values and daily material culture
and practices. In recent years, there has been a wave of land−grabbing in the so−called
uninhabited forest. The lives and livelihoods of villagers, with their deeply developed
traditional systems kinships and co−existence with non−human species, is largely ignored
through wholesale land/water ownership conversion to developers, investors and/or for
government programs of water management. The traditional Khmer commons in Boeng
Chhmar are rapidly disappearing and in many instances, the expropriation of communal
land occurs without local consent, raising multiple issues related to not only socio−cultural
justice (property rights and human rights) [32,33], but also ecological justice.

More specifically, in the area of the Tonle Sap, forest concessions and capitalization of
fishing lots dramatically changed the ecological health of lake’s ecosystems (Figures 10 and 11).
Forestry has a long history in Cambodia, being both local and commercial (begun with the
French). Until the first half of the 20th century, the use of wood was vast and plentiful,
from charcoal to mass−housing construction, furniture, fishing, and agricultural tools and
structures [20]. During Vietnam’s protection (1979–1989) after UNTAC (United Nations
Transitional Authority in Cambodia in 1992–1993, in which a UN peacekeeping mandate took
over the government administration to implement the political transition from the aftermath
of two decades of violence), logging was largely uncontrolled due to bad forest governance.
With economic liberation, Hun Sen proclaimed forestry as one of four economic spearheads.
As forestry concession reached its zenith, massive deforestation occurred resulting in the
denuding of approximately a third of Cambodia’s surface area and most of the country’s
forests [34]. The Tonle Sap today has only 10% coverage of submerged forest [35,36], whereas
once upon a time it was densely covered. Villagers claim that they still remember present−day
scrub areas as forests [2,35] (*). The total area of the floodplain forest cover has decreased
significantly from one million hectares in the 1930s to 614,000 ha in the 1960s and 360,000 ha by
the 1990s [35]. During the era of French colonial administration, the Tonle Sap produced 85% of
Cambodia’s firewood and charcoal [35]. Afterwards, both increased commercial exploitation
for firewood and charcoal and conversion of forest land to areas for rice production.
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Figure 11. Evolution of the Tonle Sap’s development. A great deal of urban and infrastructure
development propelled deforestation that dramatically altered the lake’s hydro−ecology. Over
time, hard engineering, and simplification by the State of the area’s nuances continued a legacy of
exploitation (Linh Vu, April 2022).
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Meanwhile, the fishing lot system once covered almost the entirety of the Tonle
Sap floodplain. It was first introduced in the Mekong River and the Tonle Sap during
French colonialism. The system of physical and administrative boundaries defined areas of
water privatization and seasonal occupation for capital accumulation [37]. The extraction
continued during American time of modernizing the Mekong Delta (1955–1975, with aid for
aggressive infrastructure development during the Cambodia and Vietnam War), and (from
1985) vast extraction techniques were introduced which further industrialized fishing. The
large−scale fishing operations were designed to take advantage of the flood−pulse regime
and the natural fish flows. In the high season, from October to May, fences of the fishing lots
were closed to maximize catches. Most small−scale fishermen were excluded from these
practices [14,33]. In 1999, there were 139 lots in the Tonle Sap which continued operation
until 2011, when the government issued a law which closed all industrial fishing lots
due to overfishing [13,38] (Figure 12). Fieldwork in Boeng Chhmar evinced the degraded
landscape, replete with abandoned fishing nets and minimal survival of traditional fishing
practices.
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Figure 1). The natural geometries of the lake’s nature contrast sharply with the human−made system
of infrastructure and agricultural land areas. The transformation adversely effects the forest water
regimes, habitats, and local livelihoods of Boeng Chhmar (Linh Vu, 2022 from GIS open source,
Google Maps).

6. Ways Forward

Clearly, there are a series of paradoxes between indigenous practices and modern
development. At the same time, there are numerous lessons to be learned from the indige-
nous practices and ways of settling with the landscape. First and foremost, Boeng Chhmar,
the inhabited swamp forest, is an incredible case study of the undeniable power (literal and
figural) of a dynamic nature of flood−pulse, degrees of wetness, and (vanishing) biodiver-
sity. Traditional ecological knowledge survives (although significantly marginalized) in the
five floating villages—revealing a coexistence of settlement and daily practices which is
largely in−sink with the rhythms of nature. There is a strong relation of cosmology and
rituals to practices of survival and a subsistence economy.

The reading of Boeng Chhmar as a water and forest garden, seasonally reconstructed
by monsoons and its flood pulse, underscores the conscious necessity of the design of
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spaces, strategies, and practices for living with nature. The progressive buildup of ‘high
modernist’ [6] projects disturbed the intimate relationship that inhabitants had with the
(Figure 13). Yet, despite continued marginalization and the strong hand of an authoritarian
State, daily material culture and practices thrive.
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Figure 13. Land conversion and irrigation projects in the Stung Staung River. Major projects
impact Boeng Chhmar’s hydro−ecological condition, inhabited forest and local livelihoods: (i) land
conversion of forest to rice field and reforestation; (ii) part of the Asian Development Bank’s (ABD)
irrigation upgrading project; and (iii) a flood gate and canalized river project in Pralay commune
(Linh Vu, April 2022).
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The traditional subsidence system exists in parallel (or in spite of) strong impositions
of control and (over)exploitation from above regarding ‘development.’ The traditional
subsistence system allows a freedom of movement and conscious choice of practices,
carefully calibrated in relation to the interaction of all natural forces and species (human
and non−human). Conversely, policies, program and projects of the State undermines the
long legacy of such ways of settling and severely compromises the ability of traditional
ecological knowledge to continue as a process of adaptation. Yet, the modern system often
fails to totally control nature. There continues to be forms of resistance. Practices of survival,
of subsistence thrive in the margins and neglected areas of State purview. Villagers continue
to live with the water−forest, in their daily routines, according to seasonal rhythms, and
with a deep respect for nature [27].

There is clearly a need of a paradigm shift, where settling with/in Inhabited flooded
forest is re−valued and explicitly pursued. There are lessons that can be drawn from
the past for a more balanced way living in today’s Boeng Chhmar, and indeed in other
vulnerable flooded forests. Firstly, flooded forest−settlement linkages can be strengthened
with a renewed understanding of and respect for the rhythms of flooding and the varying
carrying capacities of specific areas of the wetness gradients. Secondly, the entire notion
of subsistence fishing/farming/hunting and gathering can be understood not as a set
of ‘backward’ practices, but instead as feasible alternatives to the overwhelming and
socio−culturally and ecologically destructive processes of imposed economies, norms,
and standards.
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Notes
1 Observation and conversation, during April and October-November fieldwork 2022, on EU funding projects which have been

carrying out in Boeng Chhmar. The projects have been implemented by the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) and the Fisheries Action Coalition Team (FACT) in 2013–2016, and continued with the World Conservation Strategy
(WCS) in 2021–2024.

2 Observation and conversation, during April and October-November fieldwork 2022, on EU funding projects which have been
carrying out in Boeng Chhmar. The projects have been implemented by the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) and the Fisheries Action Coalition Team (FACT) in 2013–2016, and continued with the World Conservation Strategy
(WCS) in 2021–2024.

3 Information gathered from the fieldwork in April and October-November 2022.
4 Many folktales recounted by Khmer monks reflect a deep Khmer kinship with the forest. As well, David Chandler and his

students highlight two forms of the forest as refuge. Firstly, a retreat to the forest as form of rejection (or response to mistreatment)
in the ‘civilized world’ and secondly, a conscious choice for disappearance into the fores to achieve by Buddhist enlightenment.
For a Southeast Asian and Chinese synthesis, see James C. Scott.

5 See the discourse as developed by Penny Edwards, David Chalder and Alain Forest; for more on ritual terminologies see Darryl
Collins and Hok Sokol.

6 See the discourse as developed by Penny Edwards, David Chalder and Alain Forest; for more on ritual terminologies see Darryl
Collins and Hok Sokol.
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